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Nanomaterials as fertilizers for improving plant
mineral nutrition and environmental outcomes
Peter M. Kopittke, *a Enzo Lombi, b Peng Wang,c
Jan K. Schjoerringd and Søren Hustedd
Food production must increase markedly to feed the growing human population, but this needs to be
achieved whilst simultaneously reducing adverse environmental impacts. In this regard, there is increasing
interest in the use of nanomaterials as fertilizers for improving plant mineral nutrition. In the present review,
we examine the ability of nanomaterials to supply a range of nutrients, with most focus given to recent
research on phosphorus (P) and zinc (Zn). Some studies have demonstrated that nanomaterials can indeed
be more effective than conventional fertilizers, especially by acting as a slow release source. However,
other studies have found that nanomaterials have the same effectiveness, or are even less effective, than
conventional fertilizers. Thus, ongoing investigation is required to understand the conditions under which
the use of nanomaterials increases efficiency. We also note that there are a comparatively large number of
studies that claim that nanomaterials are effective fertilizers despite not including appropriate control
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treatments in their experimental design. Furthermore, and of particular concern, a surprising number of
studies conclude that nanomaterials are effective fertilizers despite their own analyses showing that the
improvement in plant growth was not statistically significant. Overall, it is clear that nanomaterials are most
likely to be effective where they can be tailored to act as a slow release source that improves nutrient use

rsc.li/es-nano

efficiency whilst simultaneously reducing adverse environmental impacts.

Environmental significance
We need to produce 70% more food by 2050 whilst simultaneously reducing adverse environmental outcomes associated with this agricultural production.
One key approach will be to develop new types of fertilizers, with nanomaterials offering a potentially novel approach in this regard. For a range of
nutrients, we show that some studies have demonstrated that nanomaterials can indeed be more effective than conventional fertilizers, although others
have found that nanomaterials can be less effective. We contend that nanomaterials are likely to be most effective as fertilizers where they can be tailored
to act as a slow release source, with this not only improving nutrient use efficiency by the plant but also reducing adverse environmental impacts.

Introduction
The human population is projected to reach 9.8 billion by
the year 2050.1 As a result, overall food production by the
year 2050 will need to be 70% higher than it was in 2005.2
With soils providing 98.8% of the daily calories consumed by
humans,3 agricultural production from our soils must
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increase markedly to feed this growing human population.
Indeed, in most instances, this increase in food production
will come from intensification (yield growth) rather than
from area expansion (for example, see OECD/FAO4). Amongst
other approaches, this will require improved fertilization
practices where natural resources are utilized more efficiently
than currently.
Not only does food production need to intensify, but this
needs to be achieved whilst also reducing adverse
environmental outcomes. For example, N fertilizers now feed
more than half of the global human population.5 However, N
use efficiency has decreased from 68% in 1961 to 47% in
2010,6 and as a result, more than half of the 123 Tg N
fertilizer that is produced each year3 is lost to the broader
environment. This over-application, and loss, of N fertilizers
is associated with soil acidification, eutrophication of
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waterbodies, and release of greenhouse gases to the
atmosphere through both consumption of fossil fuels and
also release of gaseous NH3 from alkaline soils and N2O from
denitrification processes.5,7 In a similar manner, for P, only
15–25% of the 22 Tg of P fertilizer produced each year as a
fertilizer is taken up by plants.3,8
The development of new types of fertilizers is likely to be
one approach to assist in intensifying agricultural production
whilst simultaneously decreasing adverse environmental
outcomes. In this regard, the use of nanomaterials for the
delivery of plant nutrients offers a potentially novel approach.
Most studies examining nanomaterials in environmental
systems in the last couple of decades have focused on their
potential toxicity due to their inadvertent release into the
environment. For example, Ag nanoparticles are now
incorporated into a wide range of products due to their
antimicrobial properties, with their accumulation in
agricultural soils of potential concern due to their strong
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antimicrobial properties.9 However, increasing attention is
being given to the use of a range of nanomaterials for
beneficial purposes in agricultural production, including as
fertilizers to increase plant productivity. A range of
nanomaterials can be used as fertilizers, including
nanomaterials that are themselves composed of the nutrient
of interest (such as hydroxyapatite nanoparticles to supply P)
as well as nanomaterials that are loaded with the nutrient of
interest (such as layered double hydroxides, LDHs, that are
intercalated with P) (Fig. 1).
Due to the increasing interest in the use of nanomaterials
for improving plant mineral nutrition, it is important to
critically review their effectiveness. Specifically, this review
examines specific situations where nanomaterials have (and
have not) been effective at improving plant growth for a
range of plant nutrients such as N, P, Mg, and Zn. Of
particular interest are nanomaterials that increase plant
growth to a greater extent than do conventional fertilizers, for
example through slow release of the nutrient. The present
review builds upon a previous review of Liu and Lal10 and the
critical evaluation of Kah, et al.11 This review also expands
upon the review of Kah, et al.12 which considered the need
for increasing global food production and broadly examined
the potential role nanomaterials as fertilizers for contributing
to this increased productivity in agricultural systems. It also
supplements reviews that examine the ability of
nanomaterials to provide a controlled release of other
agronomic materials, such as pesticides and herbicides [see
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Wang, et al.13 and Landry and Mitter14]. Consideration also
needs to be given to the sustainable development of
nanotechnologies in agriculture, including for appropriate
regulation, although this is beyond the scope of the present
review [for example, see Lombi, et al.15 and Mitter and
Hussey16].
In this review, we give consideration to the application of
nutrients both to the soil (i.e. root uptake) as well as to their
application to the leaves (i.e. foliar absorption) (Fig. 1).
Whether nanomaterials are taken up directly by plants or
whether they dissolve slowly and thereby provide a sustained
release of the nutrient is not considered here. Rather, readers
are referred to other reviews, such as that of Lv, et al.17 In
addition, we give consideration to two broad types of
nanomaterials – those that contain the nutrient of interest
within the nanomaterial itself (for example, the use of
hydroxyapatite nanoparticles for the supply of P) as well as
nanomaterials that are subsequently loaded with the nutrient
of interest (Fig. 1). Only nutrients for which data are available
in the literature are presented here. For example, we are
unaware of any studies that have examined K, and so no
information is presented in this review for K. We also include
data for Si which is considered to be a beneficial element for
plant nutrition.18 It is our hope that this review will aid in
focusing future research efforts in order to improve our
mechanistic understanding on how nanomaterials can be
used to improve the mineral nutrition of crops.

Nitrogen

Fig. 1 Nutrient-containing nanomaterials and nutrient-loaded
nanomaterials can be used as fertilizers by direct application to soils or
by application to the plant foliage.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019

First, we examine the supply of N using nanomaterials, for
which only limited studies exist. This is despite the importance
of N fertilizers, with current worldwide production of N
fertilizer being 123 Tg N per year.3 The first study examining
the supply of N using nanomaterials was that of Kottegoda,
et al.19 who examined urea-modified hydroxyapatite
nanoparticles that had been encapsulated into cavities of the
soft wood of Gliricidia sepium. Examining three soils, these
authors observed that the nanofertilizer showed an initial rapid
release of N followed by a slower (sustained) release over the
next 60 d. This was in contrast to the commercial N fertilizer
which had an initial rapid release but without the later
sustained release. These results were then extended by
Kottegoda, et al.20 who found that the use of these ureamodified hydroxyapatite nanoparticles significantly increased
yield of rice (Oryza sativa) compared to conventional urea.
In another study, Giroto, et al.21 examined nanocomposites
that were produced from urea or from extruded thermoplastic
starch/urea blends in which they dispersed hydroxyapatite.
When incubated in soil, it was found that the extruded
thermoplastic starch/urea nanocomposites had a significantly
lower rate of NH3-volatilization than did the conventional
urea. However, it was also noted that the recovery of NH4+
from the soil did not differ significantly between a
conventional urea fertilizer and the nanomaterial across the
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time points examined, thereby suggesting that plant
availability would also not differ between treatments.
Thus, for N, the use of urea-modified hydroxyapatite
nanoparticles have been shown to improve plant mineral
nutrition more efficiently than conventional compounds.
Given the importance of N fertilizers for food production,7
and considering the environmental damage caused by overapplication of N, it is imperative that new N fertilizers be
developed. Research should continue to examine whether
nanomaterials can contribute to an improved N efficiency in
agricultural production. For example, this could be achieved
through the protection (slow release) of NH4+, thereby
limiting the nitrification to NO3− and the potential for
leaching.

Phosphorus
Phosphorus is the most-studied nanofertilizer in recent years.
Worldwide, a total of 5.7 billion ha of land contain low levels
of plant-available P.22 Using currently-available approaches,
typically only 10–15% of the P which is applied as fertilizer to
soils is actually absorbed by plants,23 with the remaining 80–
90% rapidly transformed into forms that are of low
availability.24 We are not aware of any studies that have
examined the foliar-application of P nanofertilizers, and thus
information is given here only for application of P
nanomaterials to the rooting medium.
Soil-application of hydroxyapatite nanoparticles
Two broad factors have driven research into the soilapplication of P nanofertilizers. Firstly, there is interest as to
whether P nanofertilizers can increase the efficiency of
uptake by providing a slow-release form of P that better
matches plant demand. Secondly, there is interest in whether
the P nanofertilizers are more mobile in soils than traditional
forms of P. This increased mobility may allow movement of P
deeper into the soil profile where root uptake may be greater
than at the soil surface, or it may allow greater movement
towards the root surface itself due to decrease soil sorption.
Movement to deeper portions of the landscape are important
in semi-arid systems (including much of Australia, for
example) where the soil surface is typically dry, and hence
uptake of nutrients from the surface layers is greatly reduced.
Examining soybean (Glycine max) grown in a glasshouse
pot experiment, Liu and Lal25 compared 16 ± 7 nm nanohydroxyapatite
nanoparticles
(HA-NPs)
with
triple
superphosphate (TSP) as well as including a control to which
no P had been added. It was found that the HA-NPs were
effective at supplying P, with “application of the nanoparticles
increas(ing) the growth rate and seed yield by 32.6% and
20.4%, respectively, compared to those of soybeans treated with
a regular P fertilizer”. However, in terms of above-ground
biomass, below-ground biomass, and yield, although the HANPs improved growth compared to the P-free controls, plant
growth was not statistically different to that achieved using
TSP [see Fig. 7 of Liu and Lal25]. Furthermore, Liu and Lal25
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did not compare the HA-NPs with a bulk material of the
same composition (i.e. HA-bulk), thereby making some
comparisons difficult. This is of pivotal importance given the
extra cost associated with the manufacture of nanomaterials.
In a similar study, Montalvo, et al.26 compared P
availability from HA-NPs, HA-bulk, and TSP for wheat
(Triticum aestivum) in four soils using a pot experiment.
These authors found that although plant uptake of P was
greater from HA-NPs than from the bulk-HAP (presumably
due to the smaller particle size and hence faster dissolution),
uptake of P was generally substantially greater in the TSP
treatment. Thus, the HA-NPs were less effective as a fertilizer
than was the traditional fertilizer, TSP. These authors also
examined the mobility of HA-NPs in two of these soils,
finding that the mobility of the HA-NPs was greater than for
TSP in one of the soil but lower in the other.
The study of Montalvo, et al.26 was then extended by
Xiong, et al.27 and Xiong, et al.28 who examined whether
changing the surface functionalization of the HA-NPs
influenced its behavior within two P-deficient soils, with one
being acid (pH 4.7) and the other being alkaline (pH 8.2).
Specifically, Xiong, et al.28 prepared HA-NPs with negative,
neutral, and positive surface charge. Firstly, for the acid soil
(pH 4.7), it was found that the availability of P in the TSP
treatment increased rapidly but then decreased over time due
to adsorption of P to the soil constituents and due to its
reaction to form less soluble compounds (such as Alphosphates). In contrast, the release of P from the HA-NPs
remained relatively constant over the entire experimental
period, thus potentially offering an advantage in this regard.
When examining plant growth, it was found that negatively
charged HA-NPs were more effective in supplying P than was
the TSP, the two other forms of HA-NPs, and HA-bulk, with
this possibly due to competition between the negatively
charged HA-NPs and P for negatively charged surface sites on
the soil surface or due to the higher mobility of the NPs in
this soil.27 However, when examining the alkaline soil (pH
8.2), the HA-NPs did not increase P availability due to the low
solubility of hydroxyapatite at alkaline conditions, with TSP
being a more effective fertilizer in this soil.27,28
Finally, Taşkın, et al.29 compared HA-NPs with H3PO4 (as
a soluble form of P) for improving the mineral nutrition of
lettuce in two “calcareous” soils (pH 7.5 and 7.8). These
authors reported that both HA-NPs and H3PO4 increased
plant growth substantially compared to the control
treatment, although the HA-NPs were not significantly better
than was the H3PO4 treatment. However, the observation that
the HA-NPs increased plant growth in these calcareous soils
is highly surprising, given that the solubility of HA is wellknown to be extremely low at these pH values. Indeed, a soil
solution in equilibrium with HA at these pH values is
expected to have a P concentration of ca. 10−8 M,30 with this
being ca. two orders of magnitude lower than the P
concentration found in most soil solutions.31
Overall, the suitability of HA-NPs as a soil-based
nanofertilizer is unclear. Certainly, for alkaline soils, the low
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solubility of HA likely limits the use of these nanofertilizers,
with more soluble forms of P likely to be more suitable. In
acid soils, the more sustained (slow) release of P from HANPs may be of benefit in some situations, although plant
performance may still be better using traditional forms of P,
such as TSP. There is a possibility that surface modification
of the HA-NPs may possibly increase mobility in some of
these acid soils, potentially allowing movement of the HANPs deeper into the soil profile and thereby increasing root
uptake of P, although current evidence indicates that such
movement of the HA-NPs is only limited. Furthermore, if HANPs were to be manufactured by the milling of HA, they may
have value in some organic agricultural systems where they
may add value if they were more efficient than traditional
rock phosphate. Finally, we need an understanding of the
processes occurring in the rhizosphere, with a better
mechanistic understanding important for investigating the
effectiveness of nanomaterials as P fertilizers.

Soil-application of nanomaterials loaded with phosphorus
LDHs are two-dimensional nanostructured materials,
consisting of stacks of positively charged layers that are
intercalated with anions.32,33 Hence, it is possible to load P
between LDH layers, potentially enabling the controlled
(slow) release of the P for plant uptake, especially for strongly
P-fixing soils. This is essentially an extension of ‘suspension
fertilisers’ in which the fertilizer is mixed with a clay (such as
bentonite) in order to reduce precipitation reactions and
increase availability.34
Examining two P-deficient soils (an acid weathered soil
and a calcareous soil) in a pot trial with barley (Hordeum
vulgare), Everaert, et al.35 found that for the acid soil, the P
use efficiency of the P-loaded LDH was up to ca. 4.5 times
higher than that of soluble P (KH2PO4). However, it is
important to note that the authors state that this improved
growth in the presence of P-LDH was “probably not largely
due to a slow release effect of P”, but rather, it was seemingly
due to the ability of the LDH to ameliorate a Mn toxicity in
this acid soil by increasing pH. Indeed, for the calcareous
soil, the P-use efficiency of the P-loaded LDH was similar to,
or lower, than the soluble P. Furthermore, although the
P-LDH improved plant growth, given that the impact was due
to liming rather than improved P nutrition, it would be more
economical to amend the soil with traditional agricultural
lime (CaCO3) than it would with P-loaded LDH. Thus, in this
regard, it seems perhaps unusual that Everaert, et al.35 would
conclude that “the P-LDH performs equally or better than the
soluble P fertilizer, although the better performance of
P-LDHs could not directly be related to its slow release
properties”.
In two tropical acid soils, it was found that application of
P-LDH increased plant growth (and had a higher recovery
rate) than did TSP.32 However, it was again observed that the
application of the LDH increased soil pH substantially (by up
to one pH unit), and thus it is unclear as to whether the
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additional beneficial impact of P-LDH was due to the slow
release of P or due to the influence of soil pH on plant growth
itself or on P availability. For example, the specific adsorption
of P by variable charge minerals in soils tends to decrease as
pH increases, thereby increasing plant availability. In this
regard, it is imperative that future experiments should
include additional control treatments to determine whether
the beneficial impacts of P-LDH are due to slow release of P
or if they could also be achieved through the application of
comparatively inexpensive liming materials.
Graphene is another two-dimensional nanostructured
material with potential use for delivery of P. A functionalized
graphene oxide (GO)/iron (GO–Fe) compound has been
developed, with the Fe being responsible for the binding of P
in this compound.36 Compared to a conventional soluble P
fertilizer, monoammonium phosphate, it was found that the
application of the GO–Fe–P composite resulted in a slower
release of the P. Extending this work, Andjelkovic, et al.37
conducted pot experiments with wheat, finding that the GO–
Fe–P composite resulted in a similar yield to
monoammonium phosphate. Although the agronomic
performance of the GO–Fe–P composite was “at best similar
to highly soluble P fertilizer”, the authors propose that the
P-loaded nanomaterial may offer benefits in areas prone to P
leaching or runoff.
Giroto, et al.21 examined nanocomposites produced from
urea and from extruded thermoplastic starch/urea in which they
dispersed hydroxyapatite, as discussed earlier for N. These
authors examined P release in both a citric acid solution and in
a soil, finding that the nanocomposite materials had a higher
rate of P release than did pure hydroxyapatite or TSP. Thus,
these nanocomposites may potentially offer advantages for
plant growth, although these authors did not extend their
findings by examining P uptake by plants. Nevertheless, the
preliminary findings of this study are encouraging.
Most recently, Bollyn, et al.38 loaded P onto nanoferrihydrite nanoparticles (P-nFh) and examined the growth
of rice in a tropical, weathered soil that was P deficient.
Application of both P-nFh as well as P without nFh resulted
in a significant increase in plant growth and P uptake
compared to the control to which P was not added. However,
it was also found that the P-nFh did not increase P uptake to
a greater extent than did the P without the nFh, indicating
that these nanomaterials were no more effective at supplying
P than traditional forms of soluble P.
Thus, a range of studies have examined the use of
nanomaterials loaded with P. Unfortunately, for some of these
studies it is difficult to draw meaningful conclusions as it
appears that improved plant growth occurred due to a liming
effect rather than from improved plant P nutrition. In this
regard, it is necessary to consider the secondary effects of the
nanomaterials (such as an increase in pH) and include controls
accordingly. Nevertheless, the data indicate that some P-loaded
nanomaterials may sometimes offer a benefit for efficiently
improving the P nutrition of plants, including for GO–Fe–P
compounds. Further work is required in this regard.
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Magnesium
Deficiencies of Mg are less common than for N, P, and K,
with Mg playing a role in chlorophyll synthesis, protein
synthesis, and enzyme activation. We are aware of only two
studies investigating Mg nanofertilizers. Firstly, examining
field-grown black-eyed pea (Vigna unguiculata ssp.
unguiculata), Delfani, et al.39 examined the application of Mg
nanofertilizers and Fe nanofertilizers. These authors found
that Mg nanofertilizers actually reduced yield 2.7-fold
compared to the control in the absence of co-application of
Fe. However, not only did the Mg nanofertilizers decrease
yield, but the use of “common Mg” also decreased yield,
although to a lesser extent. Strangely, the conclusions stated
by Delfani, et al.39 do not appear to correctly reflect their own
results. For example, these authors state in the Abstract that
“almost all analyzed traits were improved by foliar
application of these two elements”. However, of the 14 noncontrol treatments in which different Mg and Fe fertilizer
concentrations and combinations were examined, the
number of pods per plant increased significantly in only two
treatments compared to the control, the number of seeds per
pod increased significantly in none of the treatments, the
1000-seed weight increased significantly in only one
treatment, and yield increased significantly in none of the
treatments. Thus, the basis for these authors' conclusions is
unclear. Furthermore, given that Delfani, et al.39 do not state
the actual form of Mg in the NPs (and nor do they state the
form of Mg in the “common Mg” to which they compare the
Mg-NPs), interpretation of the data in this study is difficult.
The second study, Karny, et al.,40 examined the use of 100
nm liposomes to supply Mg and Fe when applied directly to
the leaf of tomato (Solanum lycopersicum). These authors
found that the liposomes were internalized by the plant
where they released the nutrients. Furthermore, it was found
that the supply of Mg using the liposomes improved the
growth of Mg-deficient plants more than did the use of
“commercial Mg solution”. The results of this study suggest
that further investigation is warranted.

Zinc
Following P, Zn is currently the second most-studied
nanofertilizer. This is because almost 50% of the world's
agricultural soils have low levels of plant-available Zn,41 and
as a result, Zn deficiency is an important global public health
problem in humans.42 Indeed, it is estimated that 31% of the
global human population suffers from a dietary deficiency of
Zn.43 The use of Zn nanofertilizers has been studied both for
foliar-application and for application in the rooting medium,
with these being considered separately here.
Foliar-application of zinc nanomaterials
The application of Zn directly to the foliage can overcome
difficulties associated with the rapid immobilization of Zn when
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applied to soils, such as occurs in calcareous soils. There has
been considerable research in recent years examining the foliar
application of ZnO-NPs directly to the plant foliage. In this
regard, it is possible that the use of a Zn nanofertilizer might
overcome issues with traditional (soluble) forms. For example,
the application of soluble Zn can cause leaf burning, and
repeated applications to the leaves may be required over the
growing cycle.
Using plants grown in nutrient solutions, Li, et al.44
compared Zn supplied as ZnSO4 to the sparingly soluble forms,
ZnO-NPs, and ZnO-bulk. These authors found that Zn
absorption was ca. 10-fold lower from the ZnO forms than from
the ZnSO4. Of particular importance, it was found that the Zn
was mainly absorbed through the leaf surface as soluble Zn,
even when supplied as ZnO-NPs and as ZnO-bulk. Thus, these
compounds were less effective at supplying Zn than was the
more soluble form of Zn. However, it was also noted by these
authors that this gradual dissolution of ZnO-NPs and ZnO-bulk
on the leaf surface, with the concomitant slow movement of
soluble Zn across the leaf surface, may potentially make these
compounds useful as a slow release form of Zn if they could be
retained on the leaf surface, such as through surface
functionalization. Similar findings regarding the movement of
ZnO-NPs across the leaf surface were reported by Li, et al.45
and by Li, et al.46 in Zn deficient plants.
Read, et al.47 examined a range of methods that can be
used for studying the uptake and translocation of Zn
nanofertilizers foliar their foliar-application, comparing ZnONPs and ZnO-MPs (micro particles) with ZnEDTA. As
expected, these authors also found that absorption of ZnEDTA
was greater than for ZnO-NPs and ZnO-MPs. Although
translocation of Zn away from the site of application was low
in all treatments, the use of non-destructive autoradiography
with65 Zn revealed that comparatively small amounts of Zn
were translocated throughout the plant.
In field-grown wheat, the influence of the foliar-application
of ZnO-NPs and ZnSO4 on growth and yield was examined by
Zhang, et al.48 It was found that neither the ZnO-NPs nor the
ZnSO4 increased yield, but that both types of fertilizers
increased the grain concentration of Zn. Importantly, the
increase in grain Zn concentration was significantly higher for
the ZnO-NPs than for the ZnSO4, indicating these Zn
nanofertilizers were more effective under these conditions.
Furthermore, it is not clear whether the plants in the control
were Zn deficient and hence whether a yield response could be
expected, although it is noted that the authors state that they
used a “typical Zn-deficient” soil for their plant growth.
Finally, the effect of the foliar-application of Zn was
examined in Phaseolus vulgaris, finding that ZnO-NPs were
more effective at supplying Zn than was ZnSO4 and ‘chelatedZn’ resulting in improved plant growth and higher tissue Zn
concentrations.49
Overall, the foliar-application of ZnO-NPs seems to have
variable results, with outcomes differing somewhat between
experiments. Regardless, it seems likely that the ZnO-NPs
themselves do not move across the leaf surface, but rather, it
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is the soluble Zn from the slow dissolution of the ZnO-NPs
moves across the leaf. Thus, the primary potential benefit
from the use of ZnO-NPs instead of traditional (soluble)
forms would presumably be if the NPs could be retained on
the leaf surface, with this also likely reducing the rapid
burning or scorching of the leaf associated with soluble
forms of Zn. This would reduce the likelihood of leaf burning
as well as reducing the need for repeated application of Zn
throughout the growing season. In this regard, surface
functionalization of the ZnO-NPs may be useful and needs to
be investigated.
Foliar-application of nanomaterials loaded with zinc
We are aware of only a single study examining the foliar
application of nanomaterials loaded with Zn, with
Deshpande, et al.50 examining Zn-complexed chitosan
nanoparticles. These authors examined the growth of wheat
in a sand with low levels of plant-available Zn, finding that
repeated applications of the Zn-complexed chitosan
nanoparticles
after
anthesis
increased
grain
Zn
concentrations by 27–42%. Unfortunately, although these
authors included a Zn-free control, they did not compare the
Zn-complexed chitosan nanoparticles to a bulk form of the
fertilizer or to a conventional Zn fertilizer, thereby making it
difficult to determine the effectiveness of the Zn-complexed
chitosan nanoparticles as a nanofertilizer.
Application of zinc nanomaterials to the rooting medium
The majority of studies examining ZnO-NPs in the rooting
environment have focused on their toxic effects at elevated
concentrations, with fewer studies examining their efficacy as
fertilizers.
Using mungbean (Vigna radiata) and gram (Cicer
arietinum) grown in agar, Mahajan, et al.51 found that ZnONPs improved root and shoot growth. However, these authors
did not compare plant performance with any other forms of
Zn (such as ZnO-bulk or soluble Zn), and hence
interpretation of this data are difficult.
Using nutrient solutions, Adhikari, et al.52 examined the
impact of ZnO-NPs on the growth of maize. It was found that
both ZnO-NPs and ZnSO4 increased plant height, root length,
root volume, shoot weight, and root weight, although the
magnitude of the increase was greater for the ZnO-NPs than
for ZnSO4, no ZnO-bulk treatment was included as control to
evaluate the response. Such comparisons are important as it
allows an assessment as to whether there are any nanospecific effects associated with the application of the
nanofertilizers. It is also not clear from the data presented
whether the control plants were Zn deficient and hence
whether a yield response would be expected.
The potential benefits of using ZnO-NPs to coat
monoammonium phosphate has also been examined. Using
sand columns, Milani, et al.53 found that coating the ZnONPs on monoammonium phosphate resulted in a greater
solubility than when coated on urea, presumably due to
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differences in pH around the fertilizer granules. However, the
kinetics of the Zn dissolution was not impacted upon by the
size of the ZnO particles, being the same for ZnO-NPs and
ZnO-bulk. In a similar manner, Milani, et al.54 examined Zn
dissolution and availability in a calcareous soil, finding that
“Zn from ZnO nanoparticles (without surface modifiers) was
not more mobile or diffusible compared to bulk forms of
ZnO”.
The use of LDH nanostructured materials has also been
investigated for the supply of Zn to improve plant mineral
nutrition.33 It has been found that the supply of Zn-LDH
increased plant Zn nutrition, although using a calcareous
soil, the Zn-LDH was no more effective than was ZnEDTA,
either in terms of increasing dry weight nor in terms of
increasing shoot tissue Zn concentrations.33
Graphene oxide (GO) has also been examined as a nanocarrier for Zn fertilizers. Kabiri, et al.55 prepared Zn–graphene
oxide (Zn–GO) fertilizers, with these showing biphasic
dissolution when compared to a commercial Zn-sulfate
fertilizer granule. In a calcareous soil (pH 8.5) with wheat,
these authors found that both shoot dry mass and Zn uptake
was substantially greater when supplied with Zn–GO than
when supplied with ZnSO4 due to the slow and sustained
release of the Zn from the Zn–GO.
Overall, the application of ZnO-NPs to soil has not yet
been shown to be more efficient at improving plant nutrition
than the application of other forms of Zn. In a similar
manner, the use of Zn-LDH nanomaterials could be used to
supply Zn to plants, but it was no more effective than more
traditional forms of Zn. Indeed, the only nanomaterial for
which addition to the rooting medium has been shown to be
more efficient than traditional compounds is for Zn–GO
nanomaterials, with this shown to have benefit in a
calcareous soil.

Iron
Iron (Fe) deficiency in humans is one of the most important
dietary health problems – it is estimated that 2 billion people
worldwide anemic,56,57 with an inadequate dietary intake
being the main cause of anemia. In this regard, improving
the Fe-nutrition of plants is important, not only for
increasing productivity but also for improving the quality and
nutrition of foodstuffs.
Foliar-application of iron nanomaterials
The potential for foliar-application of Fe nanomaterials to
improve plant nutrition was examined in field-grown blackeyed pea, with the Fe-NPs being compared to “common
Fe”.39 However, as noted earlier for the Mg-NPs investigated
by these authors, interpretation of this study is difficult, as
the form of the Fe in the NPs is not stated, nor is the form of
“common Fe” to which the Fe-NPs are compared.
Nevertheless, these authors reported that Fe-NPs resulted in
a “superior yield” when compared to the control. However,
the basis for this comment is not clear, given that the data in
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Table 2 of Delfani, et al.39 clearly show that yields were not
significantly higher than the control in any of the 14 noncontrol treatments investigated (see earlier).
More recently, Liu, et al.58 examined the impact of FeOxNPs [characterized as being possibly either Fe2O3 or FeĲOH)3]
using a seed germination test with lettuce (Lactuca sativa)
grown in nutrient solution. These authors conclude that
“Mn- or Fe-NPs can significantly enhance plant growth and
have the potential to be effective nanofertilizers for
increasing agronomic productivity”. However, the basis for
this claim is entirely unclear. To support their conclusion,
the authors state “FeOx NPs significantly enhanced root
elongation of lettuce seedlings by 12–26 %, indicating that Fe
NPs could be used as a Fe fertilizer as well at low application
rates (5–20 ppm)”. However, as is clearly shown in Fig. 6 of
their study, the FeOx-NPs did not statistically significantly
increase germination or root length in any treatment when
compared to the control treatment. Thus, the conclusion that
Fe-NPs improved plant performance is not supported by their
own data as the authors appear to have disregarded their
own statistical analysis.
The final study examining the foliar application of Fe
nanomaterials, Karny, et al.40 utilized 100 nm liposomes to
supply Fe in tomato, as discussed earlier for Mg. It was found
that the liposomes were internalized by the plant, and that
the supply of Fe using liposomes improved the growth of Fedeficient plants more than did the use of “commercial Mg
solution”. The results of this study suggest that further
investigation is warranted.
Overall, the effectiveness of Fe nanofertilizers when
applied directly to the foliage remains unclear. Comparatively
few studies have examined these compounds, and
interpretation of the data are difficult due to poorly explained
experimental conditions and because the outcomes of
statistical analyses appear sometimes to have been ignored
when interpreting the data. Further studies should ensure
that experimental conditions are well defined with clear and
appropriate control treatments that allow for rigorous
statistical analyses. Certainly, the development of a Fe
nanofertilizer that can be applied to the foliage as a slow
release compound would be of benefit in soils where Fe
availability remains low (such as calcareous soils).

Application of iron nanomaterials to the rooting medium
Several studies have examined the impact of Fe nanofertilizers
on plant growth when supplied to the rooting medium. The
first of these compared the foliar-application of Fe-chelateNPs (composition not stated), FeEDDHA, and FeSO4 in lettuce
grown in alkaline nutrient solutions to which CaCO3 had been
added.59 Unfortunately, these authors did not include a
control treatment in which no Fe was added, so it is not
possible to determine the impact of the Fe compounds on
plant growth. Regardless, when examining root mass, shoot
mass, and tissue Fe concentrations, it was found that FeSO4
was the least efficient form of Fe and with Fe-chelate-NPs
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generally being the most effective. Thus, in a calcareous
system where Fe supply is difficult, the use of Fe-chelate-NPs
appear to offer an advantage over more soluble forms.
Recently, Askary, et al.60 examined the impact of a Fe2O3
nanofertilizer on growth of Catharanthus roseus in a soil/
perlite mixture irrigated with nutrient solution. These
authors found that the addition of Fe2O3 nanofertilizer
increased plant growth when compared to the Fe-free control,
with the magnitude of this increase being greater than
observed for a soluble Fe source (Fe-EDTA).
The use of Fe2O3-NPs has also been investigated as a soilbased nanofertilizer for peanut (Arachis hypogaea) grown in a
pot experiment.61 These authors reported that “Fe2O3 NPs
increased root length, plant height, biomass, and SPAD
values of peanut plants”. However, whilst the addition of
Fe2O3 NPs did indeed significantly increase root dry weight
and the number of branches compared to the Fe-free control,
it did not significantly increase shoot dry weight, height, or
root length. Furthermore, when the Fe2O3 NPs were
compared to Fe-EDTA, there were no significant differences
in root dry weight, shoot dry weight, number of branches,
height, or root length. Indeed, of the 27 different plant
parameters measured and presented in their figures, only
four had significant differences between Fe-EDTA and Fe2O3
NPs. Thus, although Fe2O3 NPs increased plant growth, the
magnitude of their effect was similar to more conventional
forms of Fe. It is also noted that Rui, et al.61 state in the
Abstract that Fe2O3 NPs may offer an advantage, as Fe can be
readily leached from sandy soils (in which peanuts are
commonly grown) and that “the Fe2O3 NPs adsorbed onto
sandy soil and improved the availability of Fe to the plants”.
However, the authors did not study the leaching of Fe, nor
did they examine whether the Fe2O3 NPs had indeed
adsorbed to soil. Thus, the conclusion of these authors that
Fe2O3 NPs may offer an advantage is not supported by their
data, and hence any beneficial effects of Fe2O3 NPs (either
agronomically or environmentally) above conventional forms
of Fe are not shown.

Manganese
The use of metallic Mn-NPs as a nanofertilizer were first
investigated by Pradhan, et al.62 These authors examined the
growth of mungbean in perlite irrigated with nutrient
solution, comparing metallic Mn-NPs with soluble MnSO4.
The data from this study show that root length, shoot length,
fresh weight, dry weight, and rootlet number were all
increased by the addition of Mn, however the magnitude of
the increase was generally similar for both the Mn-NPs and
the MnSO4. Hence, there did not appear to be a NP-specific
impact on plant growth. However, it must be noted that these
authors also found that chloroplast photophosphorylation
was significantly greater for plants treated with Mn-NPs than
for those treated with MnSO4. This study was then extended
by Pradhan, et al.,63 who compared the effects of Mn-NPs
with soluble MnSO4 on N metabolism in mungbean also
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grown in perlite with nutrient solution. Although both MnNPs and MnSO4 tended to increase N metabolism, the effects
of Mn-NPs were generally greater. Although these authors
state that the “MnNP, because of its size and properties, was
absorbed readily by the root from soil and transported to the
leaf”, it must be noted that the authors did not examine
whether the NPs themselves were taken up (as implied) or
whether Mn uptake by the roots was as a soluble form.
Using a glasshouse pot trial, Dimkpa, et al.64 examined the
impact of Mn2O3-NPs (applied either to the soil or directly to
the foliage), comparing their effects with Mn2O3-bulk (soil),
MnCl2 (soil), and a control. It was found that none of the
various Mn-treatments increased tiller number, plant height,
root mass, shoot mass, or grain yield. However, these authors
reported that the soil-applied Mn2O3-NPs had some “subtle”
effects on nutrient acquisition that differed from the other
forms of Mn investigated, including reductions in shoot Mn,
P, and K contents, and increasing in soil residual nitrate-N.
Why the addition of Mn2O3-NPs to the soil reduced shoot
tissue Mn concentrations is not clear. Nevertheless, foliarapplication of Mn2O3-NPs had a greater impact on plant
properties than did soil-application, including resulting in
substantial increases in shoot and grain Mn contents.
However, it is difficult to compare the impact of foliar-applied
Mn2O3-NPs, as the two other forms of Mn (Mn2O3-bulk and
MnCl2) were applied only to the soil and not to the foliage.
Finally, examining germination and early seedling growth
with lettuce, Liu, et al.58 compared the impact of MnOx-NPs
(the exact composition of the NPs was unknown, being a
mixture of Mn oxides) with that of MnOx-bulk and MnSO4. It
was found that increasing the concentration of MnOx-NPs
from 0.25 to 50 mg L−1 resulted in a significant increase in
root length. A corresponding increase was not observed with
the MnOx-bulk, while the same concentration supplied as
MnSO4 reduced root length due to toxicity.
Overall, the impact of Mn-NPs (either as metallic Mn-NPs
or as Mn2O3-NPs) on plant growth are generally unclear.
When applied to the soil, the impact of Mn-NPs appears to
have, at most, modest impacts on plant nutrition. When
applied directly to the plant foliage, the Mn-NPs likely
improve the Mn nutrition of the plant, but whether this is a
nano-specific effect or whether either forms of Mn (including
more traditional forms) also have a similar impact remains
unclear and further work is required.

Copper
Liu, et al.58 examined the impact of CuO-NPs using a seed
germination test with lettuce grown in nutrient solution.
These authors reported that CuO-NPs had no influence on
seed germination, but either had no impact on root length or
were toxic and caused a significant reduction in root length.
The magnitude of this toxic effect was similar to that caused
by bulk CuO but was less than that caused by CuSO4.
As discussed for Zn, Kabiri, et al.55 also examined the
loading of Cu to graphene oxide (Cu–GO). As noted for Zn,
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the Cu–GO compound showed biphasic dissolution when
compared to a commercial Cu-sulfate fertilizer. However,
unlike that observed for Zn, although Cu–GO increased Cu
uptake by wheat in a calcareous soil, the magnitude of the
increase was not significant and nor did it increase plant dry
mass. Accordingly, the authors state in the discussion that
“Cu uptake was slightly higher for the Cu–GO fertilizer than
for the Cu salt and control treatments, but this difference
was not significant”. Yet, despite these findings, the authors
state in the Abstract that “Cu uptake by wheat was higher
when using GO-based fertilizers compared to that when using
standard … copper salts”. It is not clear why the authors
ignored the outcomes of their statistical analyses when
summarizing their data.

Silicon
Silicon is considered to be a beneficial element for plant
growth (especially for alleviating biotic and abiotic stresses),
with essentiality only demonstrated in a limited number of
plant species.18 The use of Si nanoparticles can potentially
benefit plant growth not only through a direct effect of
improved mineral nutrition (i.e. as a Si fertilizer), but
mesoporous Si nanoparticles can also be used as
nanocarriers for the delivery of pesticides, proteins, and other
chemicals within plants.13,65 Although their use as a
nanocarrier for other compounds is important and requires
further investigation,65 the focus of the present review is on
the use of nanomaterials as fertilizers for improving plant
mineral nutrition.
The use of Si-NPs as fertilizers has been examined in a
range of plant species, including in Changbai Larch (Larix
olgensis) seedlings,66 fenugreek (Trigonella foenum-graecum
L),67 tomato,68 and wheat and lupin (Lupinus angustifolius).69
Although these various studies have often found that the
addition of Si-NPs increased plant growth compared to the
Si-free control, most did not compare Si-NPs to soluble forms
of Si, thereby preventing determination if there is any nanospecific effects associated with the nanofertilizers. The only
exception was in the study examining fenugreek where it was
found that there was generally no difference between soluble
Si (sodium silicate) and the Si-NPs.67
Some studies have also examined the ability of Si-NPs to
alleviate the adverse effects of salinity. In rice, it was found
that although soluble Si partially alleviated the adverse effects
of salinity, biologically-synthesized Si-NPs did not improve
plant performance in saline conditions.70 For tomato, it was
found that both Si-NPs and soluble Si partially alleviated the
effect of Si when examining parameters such as fresh mass
and chlorophyll concentration, although Si-NPs were not
significantly better than soluble Si. Finally, it was found that
the addition of Si-NPs partially alleviated the adverse effects
of salinity in lentils (Lens culinaris Medik.) but the effects of
Si-NPs were not compared to soluble Si and hence it is not
possible to determine if there was a nano-specific effect.71
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Overall, only limited studies have compared Si-NPs to
soluble Si, with these studies finding that Si-NPs are either
only equally effective as soluble Si at improving plant growth
or are actually less effective. Rather, most studies have failed
to include a treatment containing soluble Si, with this being
needed to allow determination of any nano-specific effect.
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Conclusion
In order to increase food production whilst simultaneously
reducing adverse environmental impacts, it is necessary to
develop new fertilizers that release nutrients at a rate that
more closely matches plant demand. In this regard,
nanofertilizers offer an opportunity for efficiently improving
plant mineral nutrition. Some studies have shown that
nanomaterials can indeed be more effective than
conventional forms of fertilizers, with a controlled release of
nutrients not only increasing the efficiency of plant uptake
but also potentially reducing adverse environmental
outcomes associated with the loss of nutrients into the
broader environment. However, other studies have found that
nanomaterials have the same effectiveness, or are even less
effective, than conventional fertilizers. Unfortunately, many
studies do not include appropriate control treatments in their
experimental design, including control treatments without
the nutrient added, a conventional form of the nutrient, plus
a ‘bulk sized’ form of the nanofertilizer. This problem was
also noted in the meta-analysis of Kah, et al.,11 with these
authors stating that “many studies lacked … adequate
controls”. Finally, a disappointingly high number of studies
appear to deliberately disregard their own statistical analyses
and make concluding statements in their Abstracts that
nanofertilizers provide benefits despite their own data
contradicting these statements. Thus, whilst evidence
indicates that some nanomaterials can be used to increase
efficiency in some situations, we urge researchers to ensure
that experiments are rigorously designed with appropriate
control treatments and that statistical analyses be used to
inform data interpretation. Such experimentation will allow
for the identification of nanomaterials that can be used to
improve plant mineral nutrition and the efficiency of food
production.
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